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This time in the digital era and pandemic combined, is a bit challenging, frightening, and adventurous. It takes a real leader to stand against all these odds in keeping the tradition of teaching fluently.

The present crisis has given school leaders a hard and knuckled time proving a system is better than the other. There is a big problem in estimation of the threat for this has never happened before in our generation. The upscaling of digital learning in various alternative ways has been greatly introduced, and the way we teach is elaborately succumbed the fact that such a threat may happen again, well, after the present pandemic. A lot of gestures have been vowed in penetrating the topic to its depth. However, as positivism allows, human has no other choice but to adapt with the situation delivering ways on how to, at least, reduce its effect especially in the field of education where more susceptible and vulnerable age bracket are at stake. An article said that a positive mindset makes a person confident and encouraging – to the point that risks are taken when needed and to think outside the box becomes ordinary.

Teachers, as molders and models to their students, must grow with a positive mindset. If they continue to plant reasonable thinking, cultivate a global perspective, and avoid the temptation to think small, then the future speaks to them. The challenge of dealing with this problem is at their shoulder, not to be a burden, but as a help to others whose shoulders have already been there longer than he or she is.

Secondly, a leader serves as a guide. For, as teachers are the responsible for their students’ welfare, they must be somewhat approachable in everything with a view to
sustain the goal of education as well as the mission and vision of their respective schools. For, thirdly, as an article reflects that effective leaders work with those around them, making a habit of seeking constructive feedback and reflecting on how things can be improved. They understand the value of teamwork in unlocking mutual genius, but they also know when and how to set limits.

To wit, a positive mindset is all it takes for all of us to win the fight against the pandemic. If one of the structures of positive ideology fail to continue and hold its stead, we will crumble into piece; and will be needing an immediate substitute to continue the fight.
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